
 
 
Take a look at the picture below and make an appraisal of the genuineness or 
otherwise of the dial.  
 

 
 
The Constellation above is a rare calibre 504, of which only 25,000 pieces were made, 
and it looks pretty speccy.  If you enlarge the picture you will find the ‘signature’ 
serifs on both the upper-case script below the applied symbol and Omega logo and 
also on the Constellation script.  Because serif fonts are very hard to replicate, many 
people may simply declare the dial authentic and look no further. 
 
Collector, ‘CR’, however, smelt a rat and sent a pic to myself and another collector 
Phil, known for his eye for redials.  Between us, we determined that the dial was a 
refinished dial, but a pretty damn good one. See if you can pick up the errors and then 
read on a list of variances: 
 



• The star is slight out of alignment and is not pointing directly to twelve 
o’clock; 

• The script below the applied symbol and logo fails the MOY test (A line 
should be able to be run from the centre of the first two strokes of the M in 
automatic, through the middle of O in chronometer and just a tad the right of 
the Y in officially). The MOY test generally applies to most cross hair and 
non-cross dials; 

• The automatic and chronometer script under the applied symbol and logo is 
not perfectly centred. It is positioned a little too much to the left; 

• Most genuine dials for calibre 504, and possibly all dials with Swiss made 
cases should have the should have the chronometre spelling;  

• The calendar script should have the same flat topped As as the As in the word 
Automatic; 

• The Constellation and calendar script should be closer to the star. They also 
appear slightly crooked; 

• The twelve minute marker on the minute rack is darker than the rest of the 
markers. 

• There are some variances in the distances of the minute markers from the edge 
of the pie pan facets. 

 
And remember, this is a very good re-dial!  Most refinished dials are nowhere near as 
good as this one.  
 
The clincher was that CR spoke with the person who sold him the watch, who 
revealed that he was told by the guy he bought the watch from that the dial was 
original.  The guy who claimed the watch was original slipped up when he provided a 
printout to his buyer of the description of the watch by a well known on-line dealer. 
 
A little bit of detective work by CR led to a Google cache of the original listing by the 
on-line dealer in 2001. And guess what?  There was a pic of the original dial with the 
same reference numbers as the watch shown on page one of this post. 
 
Somewhere between the time the watch was bought by the original purchaser until he 
onsold it to the guy who sold it to CR the dial was refinished. 
 
I’d love to know who did the re-dial! 
 
Want to see a pic of the original dial.  Turn the page! 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
  
 
 


